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Three Biblical Readings

1. Abraham and the battle of the four kings

Bereishit (Genesis) 15:1 !."# $!%&'(&
After  these  incidents,  the  word  of  the  Lord  came  to 

Abram in a vision, saying, “Fear not, Abram”.
 -)*& +,-+.!-'/(0 +1!,+ +*23&,+ 4!5,(67/+ '/8/&
   :496(/& &9!:;-)/& '<=&3) +*>?8/@/A 496(/&'

Bereishit Rabbah 44:4 !+(' $!%&'( B.B=
Fear not, Abram -   Abraham was filled with misgiving, 

thinking to himself, “Maybe there was a righteous or God-

fearing man among those troops which I slew.” 

 - 4'(&  &'!$   )&  "C!(&  +!+%  !D)  
E$"&  '=&$  '="&"  B8D$=  4+'(& 
B8&  F!BG 4+( +!+% !$H'+% E!I)J"&
                              .B8& 4!=% &'!" 

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

2. Jacob meets his brother Esau

Bereishit (Genesis) 32:8 $!%&'(8.()  

Then Jacob was greatly afraid and distressed.

 
            &9!:KL") '*G3KL" B<&6= (M?NL!         :--  

Bereishit Rabbah 76:2 !+(' $!%&'( N(."
Rabbi  Yehuda  bar  Ilai  said:  Are  not  fear  and  distress 

identical? The meaning, however, is that he was afraid lest 

he should be slain, and he was  distressed lest he should 

slay. For he thought: If Esau prevails against me, will he 

not slay me; while if I am stronger than he, will I not slay 

him?

+&'! &!+ &) !&)!N ''( +B"+! '' '=& 
'G!" H"'+! &)% &'!!" &)& +'G &!+ &) 
!)N '(H$= &"+ 4& '=& ,H'+! &)% ") 
 ."H'"+ !C& "!)N '(H$= !C& 4&" !CH'"+.  
"

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

3. The rape of Dinah and Jacob's curse

Bereishit (Genesis) 49:5-7 !$!%&'(>-+.#= 
Simon and Levi are brothers; tools of injustice are their 

livelihoods. Into their conspiracy my soul did not enter; 

with their congregation my spirit did not join. For in their 

rage they killed people and at their will they lamed oxen. 

Accursed is their rage, for it is intense, and their wrath, 

for it is harsh, I will separate them within Jacob and I will 

disperse them within Israel.

:4*+!O$P3J6=  I,=,8  !3)6Q  4!:8/&  !R"3)."  E-N6=% 
B/83;-)/&  4,),+S:A  !:T6DLC  &<(,;-)/&  4U<I6A 
-V'6W:N 41C<GX:(V T!:& VHX,+ 4,Y/&6( !:Q !Z<(6Q
+[$,T\ !:Q 4[$96(*N." >,N !:Q 4,Y/& 'V',& :'-T 

  43G!:D?&L"   (M?NL!6A   4]62/8?&R!    :)3&9<^%R!6A:  
"
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The Ambivalence of Jewish Power

Yeshayahu 2:4 !".# $!%&!
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares and their 

spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift the sword 

against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore. 

'($!)*+*!,-./01   '!232456   '7*+#89/  :*532;<1 
#=(/  !+>-6(4   !+?   4@A,!-4B   *+CDE5F9E56 

  4B<1@E@/562E   "+%  :"5E56,!               :$$  
!                                         

Yoel 4:9-10 641! !-G."
Announce this among the nations, prepare war, arouse the 

mighty  men;  all  the  men  of  war  shall  approach  and 

ascend. Beat  your  plowshares  into  swords  and  your 

pruning hooks into spears; the weak one shall say, “I am 

mighty.”

:C!2%@$  $@E@/562E  :H5IJ  ',!+>9K  *4LF-:48M 
:$@E@/562N9$  !DH<-94  6LO  :6.%0!  :H5>,!  '!P+K2>9$ 
'!2/@E826 '(;!)*Q5E5F9E: *+#R./96 '(;!D324 :3; 

,-@4 C+K2> C9E4L! H@S9/9$                      :!:   
"

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

Talmudic Views on Weapons

M. Shabbat 6.4 *#& .E ".1
One must not go out with a sword, nor with a bow, nor 

with a triangular shield, nor with a round one, nor with a 

spear  on  Shabbat;  if  he  does  so  he  is  liable  for  a  sin-

offering. Rabbi Eliezer says they are ornaments,  but the 

Rabbis say they are nothing but a disgrace. 

461 .*&T# 461 .U!V# 46 &!4$ 4W! 46 
'41  ./E1C#  461  .$64#  461  .V!C*# 

#C  .*4G/  #!!/  .4W!!CE14  CF%!64   
X-!4  '!CE14  '!E;/1  .16  X$  X!G!&;* 

4-?6 464             .!                      ! 

B. Shabbat 63a .# *#&V ?4.
What is Rabbi Eliezer's reason for maintaining that they 

are ornaments for him? Because it is written: Gird a sword 

on your thigh, O mighty one, your majesty and your glory.  

(Tehillim 45:4).  Rabbi Kahana objected to Mar bar Rabbi 

Huna:  “Does this  not  refer  to the words of  the Torah?” 

And  he  answered:  “Anything  may  be  inferred  from  a 

passage;  at  the  same  time,  the  passage  must  not  be 

deprived of its common sense.” Said Rabbi Kahana: “I am 

fourscore years old and have studied the six sections of the 

Mishna with their explanations through, and did not know 

until  now  that  a  scriptural  passage  has  first  to  be 

interpreted in its plainest form!”

X!G!&;* CE4" CF%!64 !#C" 4E%G !4E 
) #!*;" ?16  X$*Y#C/  C1?/ ($E '!6$  

#C $!6 CE4 .YC"$1 Y"1$ C1#? YC! 6% 
!C#"# !4$ :4-1$ #C" $!C# CE6 4-$; 

!*; $C1*,#4W1! 4CTE X!4 :$!6 CE4   
C# 4-!1$ "; 4-$; #C CE4 .1G1&Z !"!E 
$!61;6 $!6 4-C!E? $1$1 X!-& !CV !-E* 
4CTE  X!4"  4-%"!  $1$  461  ,4"1E6* 

*&$ "% 1G1&Z !"!E 4W1!              .4 .  
4
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Isaac Bashevis Singer (1902-1991)

Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech (1978)

The high honor bestowed upon me by the Swedish Academy is also a recognition of the Yiddish language - a 

language of exile, without a land, without frontiers, not supported by any government, a language which 

possesses no words for weapons, ammunition, military exercises, war tactics; a language that was despised 

by both gentiles and emancipated Jews. The truth is that what the great religions preached, the Yiddish-

speaking people of the ghettos practiced day in and day out. They were the people of The Book in the truest 

sense of the word. They knew of no greater joy than the study of man and human relations, which they called 

Torah, Talmud, Mussar, Kabbalah. The ghetto was not only a place of refuge for a persecuted minority but a 

great experiment in peace, in self-discipline and in humanism.

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

Hayim Nachman Bialik (1873-1934)

City of Slaughter (1903) !!"#$%!&! '()*+,
Arise and go now to the city of slaughter; 

into its courtyard wind your way;

There with your own hand touch, 

and with the eyes of your head,

Behold on tree, on stone, on fence, on mural clay, 

The spattered blood and the dried brains of the dead.  

[...]

The kohanim sallied forth, 

To the rabbi's house they flitted:

"Tell me, Rabbi, tell, is my own wife permitted?"

The matter ends; and nothing more. 

And all is as it was before.

Come, now, and I will bring thee 

To their lairs the privies, 

Outhouses and pigpens where 

The heirs of Hasmoneans lay, 

with trembling knees, 

Concealed and cowering,—

The sons of the Maccabees! 

[...]

What is thy business here, o son of man? 

Rise, to the desert flee!

"#$%!&! '()* -./ 0+- 12- 345
67'28%9&!--./ :6/";4

<2=&>?6 0@A(+;4 !./BC6 0(DE(2*+;4 
 67'F+G&!--&* 3()82*"! -&*HI

3()-:6+J&! &9()K (2,&G--&*HI 3(LE";%/"! -&*HI
 <4'"M&! 3"N&!-6./

.3()-"-%9&!--.< !.<O)P&! &9QR&!-6./HI
[...]

3",S 6./ 4-%/+<L(HI 4/+8T( 3.!",.< 3(LE%!QJ&!HI
7/ 6U.VW> ?/()! !"> ()V+<)/ !(),S" 

'QX%9Y( -QJ&!HI ,7#"!HE)>+- ;4<A( -QJ&!HI "?!Z4[%/ 
.!Z4<+- 

:3()/7;%9&R&! -"J--./ 0(C6/2;2!HI 12- !"V&*HI
,67/Z\9"> (2V", 

3(]()X%9 67/+-+ )̂>
.3()/78 67>75+> '"/+<4

3()/+,&9?6)> 4("! !Q_(2/ 0(DE(2*+, :6()/ZHI
(TE+;4 0.R&* (TE+, ,0(.9&/ 

 !3(),&J&R&!--.< 3.!(TE+;[...]

3 "̀/-a., ,!Qb 0+--!&> !"V&*HI
!Z",@)R&! 9S+, 345
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Basic Values of the IDF

The Spirit of the IDF draws on four sources:

• The tradition of the IDF and its military heritage as the Israel Defense Forces.

• The tradition of the State of Israel, its democratic principles, laws and institutions.

• The tradition of the Jewish People throughout their history.

• Universal moral values based on the value and dignity of human life.

Defense of the State, its Citizens and its Residents - The IDF's goal is to defend the existence of the State 

of Israel, its independence and the security of the citizens and residents of the state.

Love of the Homeland and Loyalty to the Country - At the core of service in the IDF stand the love of the 

homeland and the commitment and devotion to the State of Israel-a democratic state that serves as a national 

home for the Jewish People-its citizens and residents.

Human Dignity - The IDF and its soldiers are obligated to protect human dignity. Every human being is of 

value regardless of his or her origin, religion, nationality, gender, status or position.

(Ruach Tzahal - The Spirit of the IDF, 1992)

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

Israel – a Democracy Founded on Jewish Values

Former President Aharon Barak, Israeli Supreme Court

The State of Israel is a state whose values are Jewish and democratic. We established a law-abiding state, 

which realizes its national objectives and the vision of generations, and does so while recognizing human 

rights in general, and human dignity specifically. This fighting is not taking place in a normative void. It is 

being conducted according to the rules of international law, which determine principles and rules for combat 

activity.  

Cicero’s aphorism, that laws are silent during war, does not reflect modern reality. This is the difference 

between a democratic state fighting for its life and the fighting of terrorists rising up against it. The state 

fights in the name of the law and in the name of upholding the law.  The terrorists fight against the law, while 

violating it. The war against terrorism is also law’s war against those who rise up against it.

(Almandi v. The Minister of Defense. Case No. HCJ 3451/02, April 2002)
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Yitzhak Rabin (1922-1995)

Yitzhak Rabin Diary, 10-11 July, 1948 (Soldier of Peace, pp. 140-141)

After attacking Lod and then Ramle... What would they do with the 50,000 civilians living in the two cities? 

Not even Ben-Gurion could offer a solution and during the discussion at operation headquarters, Ben-Gurion 

remained silent, as was his habit in such situations. Clearly, we could not leave Lod’s hostile and armed 

populace in our rear, where it could endanger the supply route to the troops who were advancing eastward. 

Ben-Gurion would repeat the question: What is to be done with the population?, waving his hand in a gesture 

which said: Drive them out! . 'Driving out' is a term with a harsh ring. Psychologically, this was one of the 

most difficult actions we undertook. 

 

Interview with David Shipler in the New York Times, 22 October, 1979

Great suffering was inflicted upon the men taking part in the eviction action. They included youth movement 

graduates who had been inculcated with values such as international  brotherhood and humaneness.  The 

eviction action went beyond the concepts they were used to. There were some fellows who refused to take 

part.  Prolonged propaganda activities were required after  the action to explain why we were obliged to 

undertake such a harsh and cruel action.

6



The Sanctity of Life

Yitzhak Rabin, Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech (1994)

The profession of soldiering embraces a certain paradox. We take the best and bravest of our young men into 

the army. We supply them with equipment, which costs a virtual fortune. We rigorously train them for the 

day when they must do their duty - and we expect them to do it well. Yet we fervently pray that that day will  

never come - that the planes will never take flight, the tanks will never move forward, the soldiers will never 

mount the attacks for which they have been trained so well.

We pray it will never happen because of the Sanctity of Life.

It is a message which the Jewish people has borne for thousands of years, a message found in the Book of 

Books, which my people has bequeathed to all civilized men:  Venishmartem meod lenafshoteichem, in the 

words in Deuteronomy; "Therefore take good heed to yourselves" - or, in contemporary terms, the message 

of the Sanctity of Life.

In the State of Israel, from which I come today; in the Israel Defense Forces, which I have had the privilege 

to command, we have always viewed the Sanctity of Life as a supreme value. We have gone to war only 

when a fearful sword was poised to cut us down.

I do not stand here alone, today. I am the emissary of generations of Israelis, of the shepherds of Israel, just 

as King David was a shepherd, of the herdsmen and dressers of sycamore trees, as the Prophet Amos was; of 

the rebels against the establishment, like the Prophet Jeremiah, and of men who go down to the sea, like the 

Prophet Jonah. I am the emissary of the poets and of those who dreamed of an end to war, like the Prophet 

Isaiah.

I stand here as the emissary of our neighbors who were our enemies. I stand here as the emissary of the 

soaring hopes of a people which has endured the worst that history has to offer and nevertheless made its 

mark - not just on the chronicles of the Jewish people but on all mankind.

7



The Moral Value of Fear

Mishlei (Proverbs) 28:14 !"!.#$ !%&'
Praiseworthy is the one who is always afraid.                       :"!(')* "+#,-.' /0)1 !2.3,1

Midrash Tanhuma (Buber), Lech Lecha 19 ! &4"'1'5#67) 8! 9% 9% ,(4:5:
And the Holy One said: Are you still  afraid after these 

things. “Fear not, Abram.” (Bereishit 15:1) It is therefore 

stated:  “Praiseworthy is  the  one  who is  always  afraid” 

(Mishlei 28:14). 

;71  ;%1;  /!4:";  4#1  ;":<;  4'1 
4'16  9$%  ,/4:1  14!7  %1  ,14!7' 
   .("! #$ !%&') "!'7 "#-' /"1 !4&1.  
5 
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The Law of the Pursuer (Din Rodef)

M. Sanhedrin 8.7  !"#$%&' .().*
And these are the ones whom one must save even with 

their lives:  one who pursues his fellow to kill  him, and 

after a male or a bethrothed maiden to rape them; but one 

who  pursues  an  animal,  or  desecrates  the  Sabbath,  or 

commits idolatry are not saved with their lives.

 +,-+!% :!./&0  !1+-  !","2(.  3$+#%  
+4#%,  +#"0)  #)-#)-+  ,#5*%  #)-+  ,  

#)-  3$+#%  ,0-  .%'#+-(%  %#6&% 
%$+06 $0+6+ ,10.% 1- ,,)(%+ ,%(%0 

./&0 !1+- !","2( !"- %#*       .! $     ! 

B. Sanhedrin 73a -.46 !"#$%&' .0 

Our  Rabbis  taught:  whence  do  we  know  that  he  who 

pursues  after  his  neighbour  to  slay  him must  be  saved 

from sin at the cost of his own life? From the verse,  Do 

not  stand idly by the blood of your  neighbour (Vayikra 

19:16). 

+4#%, +#"0) #)- 3$+#, !""&( :!&0# +&1 
 #(+, $+(,1 - +./&0 +,"2%, !1"&.-,  

76# 8$ ,6 $(61(9"" -#:"+)          .4  
+

Rambam, Hilchot Rotzeach 1:14 8"0(#,2+# 1+5,% )$".- 
Whenever a person can save another person's life, but fails 

to do so, he transgresses a negative commandment, as it is 

written: Do  not stand idly by the blood of your neighbour 

(Vayikra  10:9).  Similarly,  this  commandment  applies 

when a  person sees  a  colleague drowning at  sea,  being 

attacked by robbers  or  a  wild animal,  and he  can  save 

himself or can hire others to save him. Similarly, it applies 

when he hears gentiles or  mosrim  conspiring to harm a 

colleague or planning a snare for  him, and he does not 

inform him and notify him of the danger. 

,6  #0+6  ,"2%  -,+  ,"2%,  ,+5"%  ,5 
!5+ ,76# 8$ ,6 $+(61 -, (9"" -#:"+) 
8"9'", +- 8"0 60+9 +#"0) 1- %-+#% 
,+5"+ +",6 %-0 %6# %") +- +",6 8"-0 
8"#)- #+5.".  +- +(260  -+% +,"2%, 
+-  8"+4  6(..  +-  ,,"2%  -,+  +,"2%, 
+, !"&(+9 +- %6# +",6 8"0.)( 8"#'+( 
.+6"$+%+  +#"0)  !*+-  %,4  -,+  )/ 
+
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Human Dignity in the Jewish Tradition

Bereishit (Genesis) 1:26 ! "!#$%&'(.$
And God said: “Let us make man in our image and after 

our likeness”.
)*+,-./0-1  234$  56789:*  ,2!;5<=$  %6,$>?:' 

)*@"),A;B                                       :%

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 21:23 C(.$( 2!%&D
A convicted criminal you shall bury on that same day, for 

a hanging human corpse is a blasphemy against God. 
)EF-1G;H %I&J-!;B ,K+945-./9 I"4.-&L* M!;.N"-$ 

).4H ,2!;5<=$ "/.-.O-!;B--$)5/5 2I?/1!   :%P

Rashi, Devarim 21:23 C(.$( 2!%&D ,!"#% 

A blasphemy against  God -  this  is  a degradation of the 

Divine King in whose image humankind is created. 
Q., .# '.'P.P - !'." 2!5.$ "..R !( 

*R'!D "',D& !'#9 2D$# ,$'5      .'   %'

B. Sanhedrin 46b M!%D5*S .& &.',
Rabbi  Meir  said:  A parable  was stated.  To what  is  this 

matter comparable? To two twin brothers who lived in the 

same city; one was appointed king, and the other took to 

highway  robbery.  At  the  king's  command  they  hanged 

him.  But  all  who  saw  him  exclaimed,  “The  king  is 

hanged!”, whereupon the king issued a command and he 

was taken down.

%&D5 5,. .#, '.#, :%!$, !&% %,'$ 
,"T$ %!9& 2!,'$" 2!T$ !*#. - 5,'D 
."'!US!..  $0! DT$' Q., '5'*!, DT$ 
'"'$  5$'%5  .(  .'5'$."'  Q.,5  5'0 

 :%,'$!!'." Q.,5.'5'D!%'5' Q.,5 5'0  
'

________________________________________________________  ________________________________________________________  

Human Dignity and Corporal Punishment

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 25:3 2!%&DC.5( 
He shall flog him with forty lashes; he shall not exceed, 

lest he give him a much more severe flogging than these 

forty lashes, and your brother will be degraded before your 

eyes.

I">B/5-.  V!;S>!-M6W  :V!;S>!  $<  ,)E6B:!  2!;941X/$ 
:Y!Z*!+9-.  Y!;T4$ 54.GL*['  ,541\ 54B/,  56]+$-./9 
!                                         

M. Makkot 3:14 "'(, .,C D!.
If  the  prisoner  is  caused  to  to  wet  or  soil  himself  on 

account of the pain to which he was being subjected, he is 

discharged. 

      .%'U^ ,2!,& M!& !9!%& M!& .R.R"*.  
"
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Experience of Oppression

Shemot (Exodus) 22:20 !"#$%& &.
And  you  shall  not  mistreat  a  stranger,  nor  shall  you 

oppress him, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt.
'()*+-(,-  :./0123456!  789"  ,:;<=!-78  >*+9" 

                       :'?(@41,# AB074C ,'D!(?(E:'  

Shemot (Exodus) 23:9 !"#$F.+& 
You shall not oppress a stranger, for you know the heart of 

the stranger, having yourselves been strangers in the land 

of Egypt.

G0H;<-!07  '0I4JK9(  ,'0IL79"  ;A23456!  78  ,>*+9" 
>*ML: ,?(@41,# AB074C ,'D!(?(E: '()*+ (,-      :'.  

'
                                   
Vayikra (Leviticus) 19:34 7>N("O5.F( 
The stranger who lives with you shall be as a native from 

among you, and you shall love him as yourself; for you 

were strangers in the land of Egypt.

,'0&4I,7 >2ML: >*ML: '0&25  :;(4:?( '0-,# 3@4P074- 
AB074C  ,'D!(?(E:  '()*+ (,- ,Q=#2-  =5  2I4%L:279" 

?(@41,#                                        :'' 
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Laws of Self-Incrimination

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 19:15 !"!#$%%!.&! 
One witness shall not rise up against any person for any 

iniquity or for any sin, regarding any sin that he will sin. 

By the testimony of two witnesses, or by the testimony of 

three witnesses, shall the matter be confirmed.

-'()*'+  ,-./(0-'()*'  ,1!23*4  %(563  %70  "+89!-3:
!;<*1 !2=-'>0 :3(&?5@! #61A3 ,3*&75-'()*4 ,B3(C>5 
 :#($(D "+89! "!E70-F(1:*1 !2=-'>0 G3 ,"!E70#  

B. Sanhedrin 9b $ .,!#%F<H$.& 
Rava said: Every man is considered a relative to himself, 

and no one can incriminate himself. 
 ,/IJ0  'J3  $/#8  "%3  :#I3  3$#/,!3  

0K# /IJ0 "!KI "%3                    ..  
!

B. Sanhedrin 27b $ .,!#%F<HL) $.
Whence  is  this  law  prohibiting  testimony  of  relatives 

derived? From what our Rabbis taught:  Parents shall not 

be  put  to  death  on  account  of  the  children (Devarim 

24:16).  What does this teach? Is it that parents shall not 

be executed for sins committed by their children and vice 

versa? But is it not already explicitly stated, Every person 

shall  be  punished  for  their  own  sin (Devarim  26:4)? 

Hence, the meaning is parents shall not be put to death on 

on the account of their children, and vice versa. 

 :,<$# /<B% - ?!'!I !<F<IB/$3 /BI/! 3'  
"!<$  '0(L&.%)  "!#$%)  %/I'B  FI  ,  

,/0$ B/$3 /B/I! 3'K %I'' "3 ?#I/' 
#I3<  #$)  !#F  .B/$3  ,/0$  "!<$/  "!<$ 

/BI/! /3&5$ K!3 (L&.%) "!#$%)?,3'3  
,"!<$  B/%0$  -"!<$  '0  B/$3  /BI/!  3' 
.B/$3 B/%0$ -B/$3 '0 /BI/! 3' "!<$//

Rambam, Hilchot Sanhedrin 18:6 ""$I#, B/)'F ,!#%F<H/.5! 
It is a scriptural decree that the court shall not put a man to 

death or flog him on his own admission of guilt. This is 

done  only  on  the  testimony  of  two  witnesses...  the 

Sanhedrin  can  execute  neither  capital  nor  physical 

punishment upon one who confesses to a crime, because 

perhaps this person's mind is sick in this matter; perhaps 

he is one of those who are perturbed and bitter of soul, 

who wish for death, who pierce their bellies with swords 

and  throw themselves  off  roofs.  Perhaps  this  man  thus 

comes and confesses to a crime he did not commit. [But 

whatever the reason may be], the principle of the matter is 

that it is a decree of the [Divine] King. 

,!% B!$ ,!B!II ,!3K 3!F $/B)F B#!LM 
3'3 /!N B3%/F$ "%3F B3 ,!8'I 3'/ 
,!3  ,!#%F<HF  ..."!%0  "!<K  !N  '0 
3IK F#!$0$ F%/IF ,!8'I 3'/ ,!B!II 
,!'I0F ,I 3IK ,FL #$%$ /B0% FN#&< 
,!08/BK  B/I'  "!)5IF  3/F  KN<  !#I 
'0I  ,IJ0  ,!)!'KI/  "<&$$  B/$#5F 
3'K #$% #I3!/ 3$! FL O) 3IK B/MMF 
B#!LM  #$%  'K  /'')/  M#F!K  !%)  FK0 

3!F O'I     .L                                 /
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Rabbi Dr Norman Lamm, 1956

Historically, the Fifth Amendment was born out out of a reaction against the use of torture as accepted 

procedure in legal trials. Its espousal has historical reasons and is based on solid humanitarian grounds - the 

abhorrence of torture as practiced by the Star Chamber. The amendment protects not only the accused but 

also society itself from the inner corruption that comes from legalising brutality and sanctioning violence in 

place of good police work. It is, as Justice William Douglas put it, “part of our respect for the dignity of 

man”.

US Supreme Court Ruling, 1966

Miranda v. Arizona, No. 759

The  cases  before  us  raise  questions  which  go  to  the  roots  of  our  concepts  of  American  criminal 

jurisprudence: the restraints society must observe consistent with the Federal Constitution in prosecuting 

individuals  for  crime.  More specifically,  we deal  with the  admissibility  of  statements  obtained from an 

individual who is subjected to custodial police interrogation and the necessity for procedures which assure 

that  the  individual  is  accorded  his  privilege  under  the  Fifth  Amendment  to  the  Constitution  not  to  be 

compelled to incriminate himself… We sometimes forget how long it has taken to establish the privilege 

against self-incrimination, the sources from which it came and the fervor with which it was defended. Its 

roots go back into ancient times. [Footnote 27] . . . 

Footnote 27: Thirteenth century commentators found an analogue to the privilege grounded in the Bible. "To  

sum up the matter,  the principle that no man is to be declared guilty on his own admission is a divine  

decree." Maimonides, Mishneh Torah (Code of Jewish Law), Laws of the Sanhedrin 18:6.
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Israeli Supreme Court Ruling, 1999

Public Committee Against Torture in Israel v. The State of Israel, HCJ 5100/94

A democratic, freedom-loving society does not accept that investigators may use any means for the purpose 

of uncovering the truth.  The interrogation practices of the police in a given regime are indicative of a 

regime’s very character. At times, the price of truth is so high that a democratic society is not prepared 

to pay.

Consequently, the GSS does not have the authority to “shake” a man, hold him in the shabach position, force 

him into a “frog crouch” position and deprive him of sleep in a manner other than that which is inherently 

required by the interrogation. Likewise, we declare that the “necessity defense,” found in the Penal Law, 

cannot  serve  as  a  basis  of  authority  for  interrogation  practices,  or for  directives  to  GSS  investigators, 

allowing them to employ interrogation practices of this kind.

Deciding these petitions weighed heavily on this Court. True, from the legal perspective, the road before us 

is smooth. We are, however, part of Israeli society. Its problems are known to us and we live its history. We 

are not isolated in an ivory tower. We live the life of this country. We are aware of the harsh reality of 

terrorism in which we are, at times, immersed. The possibility that this decision will hamper the ability to 

deal properly with terrorists and terrorism disturbs us. We are, however, judges. We must decide according 

to the law. This is the standard that we set for ourselves. When we sit to judge, we ourselves are judged. 

Therefore, in deciding the law, we must act according to our purest conscience. 

This is the destiny of a democracy—it does not see all means as acceptable, and the ways of its enemies are 

not always open before it. A democracy must sometimes fight with one hand tied behind its back. Even 

so, a democracy has the upper hand. The rule of law and the liberty of an individual constitute important 

components in its understanding of security. At the end of the day, they strengthen its spirit and this strength 

allows it to overcome its difficulties. 

Aharon Barak, 6 September 1999

Justice S. Levin 

I agree. 

Justice T. Or 

I agree. 

Justice D. Beinish

I agree. 

Justice I. Zamir 

I agree.  

Justice M. Cheshin 

I agree. 

Justice E. Mazza 

I agree. 

Justice D. Dorner 

I agree. 

Justice Y. Kedmi 

I agree. 

Justice T. Strasberg-Cohen 

I agree.
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Rabbinical Opinions on Land, Life and Law

Rabbi Avraham Shapira, Former Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Israel

According to Torah law, it is completely forbidden (issur midoraita) to give land in Israel to a non-

Jew, due to the prohibition of lo techannem (“Do not give them a foothold in the Land,” Devarim 

7:2) and due to the nullification of the commandment to settle the Land of Israel that is incumbent 

upon every individual of Israel.  This prohibition applies to every Jew, soldier or civilian alike. An 

order to take part in the evacuation of Jews from their homes in order to give over the land to non-

Jews is an order that is against the religion of our holy Torah and forbidden to fulfill. Anyone who 

violates this prohibition will not be exonerated (lo yenakke), not in this world and not in the world 

to come. (Pesak Halacha, July 2005)

 

Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, Former Rosh Yeshiva of RIETS, Yeshiva University

Our Judaism is not a religion of shrines. The significance of our victory lies in the fact that the 

Malchut Yisrael was saved. A Jew does not need holy places in order to be lifnei Hashem (before 

God). There is a lifnei Hashem which spreads out over the entire world, wherever a Jew does not 

sin,  wherever  a Jew learns Torah,  wherever  a Jew does mitzvos,  minayen sheshnayim yoshvim 

veoskim be-Torah ha-Shechinah imahem (“Wherever two people learn words of Torah together, the 

Shechinah  is  present,”  Pirkei  Avot  3:2)  -   through  the  entire  world.  If  pikuach  nefesh  (‘the 

preservation  of  life’)  supersedes  all  other  mitzvot,  it  supersedes  all  prohibitions  of  the  Torah, 

especially the pikuach nefesh of the yishuv in Eretz Yisrael. The borders that must be established 

should be based on that which will provide more security. (Al Hateshuva, August 1967)

 

Rabbi Dr Aharon Lichtenstein, Rosh Yeshivat Har Etzion

In the final analysis, we - the government, the army, and it goes without saying the citizens 

and their spiritual leadership - face a hazy reality. Even if we agree that it is the arbiters of 

halacha who define the level of danger and of utility that permits eating on Yom Kippur, 

only physicians know how to determine the extent to which a certain meal is needed for a 

said patient.  Similarly,  diplomatic issues that  are veiled in the darkness of the decision-

making apparatus should be entrusted to the government, partly because it has the tools and 

the  perspective  that  are  not  always  available  to  others.  Although  there  is  no  absolute 

certainty  that  the  realistic  assessments  of  the  government  are  correct,  there  is absolute 

certainty that it is the administration and that it has the right and obligation to govern. When 

it  comes to taking initiatives that fall within its decision-making purview, in accordance 

with an assessment of the reality it faces, the government's opinion and will are sovereign. 
(Haaretz, August 2005)
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The Importance of the Land

Bamidbar (Numbers) 33:53 !" #$%&$!'.
And you shall take possession of the land and settle in it, 

for I have assigned the land to you to possess.
()*  :+,--./01$23(45  67,8,9-:/8  ./013;<9=5 
       :+>:?8 :/37," 67,8,9-:/8 ()0@:A' ./B,"+  

Ramban on Sefer Hamitzvot (Omissions, 4) "$&#C "D% ,:55E&9 #FG  

The fourth mitzvah states that we are commanded to take 

possession  of  the  land  that  God  has  given  to  our 

forefathers, to Avraham, Isaac and Jacob. We should not 

leave it in the hands of any other people or allow it to lie 

waste, as it says: And you shall take possession of the land 

and settle  in  it,  for  I  have assigned the land to  you to  

possess (Bamidbar 33).

6#89  :H#"  5'(5IE'H  :(D($#  95E& 
" 9"D:(5 J#$:( "89 C:' #H85'(:5$8  

%($ 9$KD' 8"5 $LD("5 LME(" .9#$8" 
9&&H"  58  :5&589  C&  5'(:"5K 8595  

.:$H(5 6#89 :8 .:H#595 .9" 5#&8 
9:58 :H#" 6#89 :8 (::' .B" (B 9$ 

) 6#89 :8 .:"M':95      .(!" #$%&$!  

_________________  ________________________________________________________  

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 7:2 $.K .(#$%
And the Lord, your God, will deliver them to you, and you 

shall smite them. You shall utterly destroy them; neither 

shall you make a covenant with them, nor be gracious to 

them.

:.>:()*)9=5  N(O',F1"  N(/9PQ8  9A59=(  .A'>:='R 
./9,"  :S1BT:-8P  .>:?8  .(UVM20  .WVM29 

XY,MZ: 8P=5 :(U1-.                            ..

Rashi on Devarim 7:2 ($.K .(#$% "D ("H#
Do not be gracious to them - this means, you must not 

show them any grace. It is forbidden for a person to say, 

How beautiful is that idolatress! Another explanation: Do 

not give them a foothold in the Land.

!"#$  %& -  5"  #5G8  .CM  .9"  C::  8"  
#M8 #$% .9K (5! 98' 9&B #&5" .%8" 

 9(('M .9" C:: "8#8$6                 .6 

B. Avoda Zara 20a  .$8.B 9#K 9%5$D
Do not be gracious to them, which means, do not allow 

them to settle on the soil. But are not these words needed 

to convey the command not to admire their gracefulness? 

If that alone were intended, the wording should have been 

lo tehonnem. So why then is lo tehannem used? To imply 

both these meanings.

.DL#L$ 9(('M .9" C:: 8" ,.'M: 8" 
#&8L  (B9%  9("  (D$(&  .'M:  8"  (89 
8&("  ,B"8  4CM  .9"  C::  8"  :8'&M# 
D&H  ?.'M:  8"  (8&  ,.'5M:  8"  8#L 

 .(:#: 9'(&                                  #
  
K
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The Preservation of Life (pikuach nefesh)

Vayikra (Leviticus) 18:5 !"#$% $&.'  

You shall therefore keep my statutes and my rules; obey 

them and live by them, I am the Lord.
"()*!  $+,-./)01-2(!3%  $42567&-2(!  8(9:+1/); 
 :'<%'3$ $=>*! ,8('-? $+&<% 8@-!-' 8A25! '(B*CD$'  

B. Sanhedrin 74a E$"F'>G .HC F!.
Rabbi Yochanan said in the name of Rabbi Shimon ben 

Yehotzadak: ‘It was decided by a vote in the loft of the 

house of Nitzeh in Lod: For all the transgressions in the 

Torah, if  a man is told, 'Transgress and you will  not be 

killed,' he should transgress and not be killed, except for 

avoda  zara  (idol  worship),  gilui  arayot  (illicit  sexual 

relations) and shefichut damim (bloodshed).

EH  E%C1I  $H"  8%I1  E>&%$  $H"  "1! 
'J2>  2$H  2$KCH  %"1L%  %>1$>  :#FM%'$ 
E$"1%!  8!  '"%2HI  2%"$HC  KN  :F%KH 
,L"'$ K!% "%HC$ :L"'2 K!% "%HC 8F!K 
2%N$OI% 2%$"C $%K$L% '"J 'F%HC1 P%& 
                                           .8$1F%

_________________  ________________________________________________________  

Rambam, Hilchot Shabbat 2:16 8"H1", 2%NK' 2HI.H ,J
All activities necessary to save a life should be performed 

on the Sabbath; there is  no necessity to receive license 

from the court. The more zealous one is in this regard, the 

more praiseworthy.  What is  implied? If  a person heard 

that a child drowned at sea, and he spread out a net to 

rescue him, but he only caught fish, he is exempt from all 

liability. In fact, even if he also intended to raise up fish, 

and lifted up both fish and a child, he is exempt. 

Q$"M  E$!%  2HIH  IO>  &%#$O  E$&#O1 
K$M'K 8$F#1'% ,E$F 2$H1 2%I" K%,$K 
C1I  ...  ?FM$N  &H%I1  'J  $"'  IO>' 
%2%KC'K 'F%M1 I"O% 8$H #%>$2 CH,I 

.8%KN1  "%,O  FHKH  8$LF  'KC'% E$%N2>  
"%,O  #%>$2% 8$LF 'KC'%  8$LF  2%KC'K 
'KC'%  K$!%'  CH,I  C1I  !K  %K$O! 

 ."%,O 8$LF' 8C #%>$2                     !  

B. Eruvin 45a E$H%"$C .H!.'1 
Rav Judah stated in the name of Rav: If non-Jews come to 

a border town... even if they do not come to take lives, 

but  for  straw  and  hay,  we  go  out  against  them  with 

weapons, and we desecrate the Sabbath on their account.

KC %"MI 8$"N> :H" "1! 'F%'$ H" "1! 
KC %!H !K %K$O! ,"OGK 'N%1G' "$C ... 
I#%  EH2  $#GC  KC  !K!  2%IO>  $#GC 
E'$KC E$KK&1% ,E>$$J $KNH E'$KC E$!M%$ 

                  .2HI' 2!                  "
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The Law of the Kingdom is Law (dina malchuta dina)

B. Nedarim 28a !"#$% .&'.() 
[In certain cases it may be allowed to give a false vow, for 

instance  in  order  to  avoid  taxes.]  But  did  not  Shmuel 

teach, dina malchuta dina? Rabbi Hinena said in the name 

of Rabbi Kahane in the name of Shmuel: This refers to an 

unauthorised debt collector. 

? *'%"$  '+,)-.$  '%"$  .-',./  #.'0, 
:-',./  #.'  '%0)  #"'  '%%"(  &#  #.' 

                      .0&12 ,- 3"'/ 4),.&.  
!

                                    
B. Baba Batra 54b & .'#+& '&&&.$% 
Rav Yehudah said in the name of Shmuel: The property of 

a non-Jew is on the same footing as desert land; whoever 

first occupies it acquires ownership... Said Abaye to Rav 

Yosef: Did Shmuel really say this? Did not Shmuel teach, 

dina malchuta dina, and the king has ordained that land 

may not be acquired without a deed?

$&,5 "4)% :-',./ #.' 0$,0" &# #.' 
30& 2"6(.0 -) ,#&$.) 30 "#0 !"&),) 
#.' ". .74," &#- ""&' -"' ... 830& 0)6 
'%"$  :-',./  #.'0,  ?")0  -',./ 
"%2"-  '-  :#.'  ')-.,  ,'%"$  '+,)-.$ 
                       .'+#9"'& '-' '5#'#  

Rashbam on Baba Batra 54b -5 !"&/# '#+& '&&&.$% 
All taxes,  customs,  and royal  laws that  kings normally 

formulate in their kingdoms – the law is that all subjects 

of the kingdom shall willingly accept the laws of the king 

and his statutes. This halacha is an absolute law.

":;/. -/ +,90%., +,"%,%#', !"4. -) 
'%"$  !+,)-.&  9"0%0-  !"-"9#/  !")-. 
!0"-5  !"-&2.  +,)-.0  "%&  -)/  ',0 
3"$ <)-0, ,":;/., <-.0 "2,( !%,1#. 

,0 #,.9                                      .''  

Rambam, Hilchot Gezela 5.11 !"&.#, +,)-0 0-69'".0 
The law established by the king is binding law.  Indeed, 

anyone who does not pay this tax transgresses, for he is 

depriving  the  king  of  his  rightful  portion.  This  applies 

whether the king is Jewish or gentile.

',0/ '-' $,5 '-, ,',0 3"$ <-.0 3"$ 
-6,9 ',0/ "%;. 06 4).. ("#&.0 #&,5 
0"0/ 3"& ",9 <-.0 0"0/ 3"& ,<-.0 +%. 
                                    .-'#/" <-.,
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Love of the Land

Yehuda Amichai

 
And the land is divided

Into districts of memory and regions of hope, 

And its inhabitants mingle with each other, 

Like people returning from a wedding

With those returning from a funeral.

And the land is not divided 

Into war zones and peace zones.

And he who digs a trench against cannon shells,

Will return and lie in it with his girl, 

If he lives till peace comes.

And the land is beautiful. 

Even surrounding enemies adorn it

With their weapons shining in the sun

Like beads on a neck. 

And the land is a package land:

It is neatly wrapped, 

And everything is in it, 

And it is tightly bound,

And the strings sometimes hurt.

And the land is very small

And I can contain it inside me. 

The erosion of the ground also erodes my rest 

And the level of the Kinneret is always on my mind.

And therefore I’m able to feel all of it

With eyes closed: sea-valley-mountain. 

And therefore I can remember 

All that has happened in it

All at once, like a person remembering

His whole life in the moment of death.
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The Laws of War (hilchot milchama)

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 2:24-26 !"#$% $.&-%'&
Behold, I have given into your hand Sichon the Amorite, 

king of Cheshbon, and his land. Begin to take possession, 

and contend with him in battle. This day I will begin to 

put  the  dread  and  fear  of  you  on  the  peoples  who  are 

under the whole heaven, who shall hear the report of you 

and shall tremble and be in anguish because of you. So I 

sent messengers from the wilderness of Kedmot to Sichon 

the king of Cheshbon, with words of peace.

()*+,-./-0.1.2  )3/"45-6.7  89:",$  "4;<6:=  >?7  
*+  #@AB64>C'  -D  1?/@>  *E(F7-6.7C'  "G32H7@> 

>@2@/,142: 8,I,/FJ  6?;  1?/@7  >.KF>  !*LF>  
!M"@2@NF>-1@O 6F/F; !"4PFQ@> "R=,J-1FQ 8B6@7(M"C' 

4- )SQ,2,-M" #.-T7 -8"U=@J42 S1@/C' SV,WDC' 8TQ,2:  
-1.7  ,6*2XY  #F+94P42  !"4&@7,1F2  /F1,-.7:'

      :!*1@- "Z,$4I )*+,-./ 0.1.2 )*/"45*/"45)  

Rambam, Hilchot Milchama 5.1  !"$2#, 6'&1> 2/127.> >
What is a  milchemet mitzva? The war against the seven 

nations, the war against Amalek and a war fought to assist 

Israel from an enemy which attacks them. Afterwards, he 

may wage a  milchemet hareshut,  i.e.  a  war fought with 

other nations in order to expand the borders of Israel or 

magnify its greatness or reputation. 

62/12  'V  -  >'E2  62/12  7">  'V"7 
6#VQ'  ,[12Q  62/12'  ,!"22Q  >Q$\ 
!/1= ]& #/7' .!>"1Q 7$\ #E2 17#\" 
>2/12>  7">'  -  6'\#>  62/12$ 
$"/#>1  "%&  ,!"2Q>  #7\  !Q  !/1=\ 
   .'Q2\' '61'%W$ 6'$#>1' 17#\" 1'$W.  

!                 !

_________________  ________________________________________________________  

M. Sanhedrin 1:5 >.7 )"#%>=5 .2
A milchemet hareshut can be waged only by the authority 

of a court of seventy-one.  
1Q  717  6'\#>  62/121  )"7"E'2  )"7 
             .%/7' !"Q$\ 1\ )"% 6"$ "^%  

Rambam, Hilchot Milchama 5.2 !"$2#, 6'&1> 2/12$.> >
There is no need to seek the permission from the court to 

wage a milchemet mitzva. Rather, the king may go out on 

his own volition and force the nation to go out with him. 

In  contrast,  he  may  not  lead  the  nation  out  to  wage  a 

milchemet hareshut unless the court of seventy-one judges 

approves. 

>$  1'_"1  ]"#E  '="7  -  >'E2  62/12 
,6Q 1&$ '2EQ2 7E'" 717 ,)"% 6"$ 6'\# 
- 6'\#> 62/12 1$7 .67E1 !Q> >^'&' 
)"% 6"$ "^ 1Q 717 ,>$ !Q> 7"E'2 '="7 

/7' !"Q$\ 1\                            .% %
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Approaching the Battlefield

Devarim (Deutoronomy) 20:5-8 .! "#$%&'(-
Then the officers shall speak to the people, saying, Is there 

any man who has built a new house and has not dedicated 

it? Let him go back to his house, lest he die in the battle 

and another man dedicate it. And is there any man who 

has planted a vineyard and has not enjoyed its fruit? Let 

him go back to  his  house,  lest  he  die  in  the  battle  and 

another man enjoy its fruit. And is there any man who has 

betrothed a wife and has not taken her? Let him go back to 

his house, lest he die in the battle and another man take 

her. And the officers shall speak further to the people, and 

say, Is there any man who is fearful and fainthearted? Let 

him go back to his house, lest he make the heart of his 

fellows melt like his own.

)#*+,'-#*- ,$.-+/0 ",1,'-02+ "#345.67' 8$49:;< 
%.)=#;< >/0?# @!=AB( +C;< )D,(-EF#7% '=A,9 $2)B+ 
$/(7+  )#*+;<  ',-,(40*G79  E8-=#-H2I  :@E#/%40 
+C;<  "J2K  175=A-$2)B+  )#*+,'-#*-8  .8L2!;A4(M# 
E8-=#-H2I  :@E#/%40  %.)=#;<  >/0?#  -  @04N*( 
)#*+,'-#*-8  .8L204N7(;#  $/(7+  )#*+;<  ',-,(40*G79 
%.)=#;< >/0?# - O,(P40 +C;< ,',6*+ QR/+-$2)B+ 
$/(7+  )#*+;<  ',-,(40*G79  E8-=#-H2I  :@E#/%40 
",1,'-02+  $/9S40  ,"#345.67'  8T4U=#;<  ',L2(,VF# 
>/0?#  %,%/N7'  >R;<  +W,X7'  )#*+,'-#*-  8$4-,+;< 
<#,(2+  %7%40-E2+  U7GF#  +C;<  ;@E#/%40  %.)=#;< 

                                        :@%,%40*K@   

                                    
Rashi on Devarim 20:5 # "#$%& 01 #"Y$!.'
And has not dedicated it - has not yet lived in it. The term 

chinuch denotes beginning.

And another man dedicate it - this would be a source of 

great grief.

 - !"#$ %&!.'0(E' H<Y0 Z<A( .<% $& +0  
- !#"#$' ($% )'%!YTA E-[1 0Y $%&   

                                 .'\ +<'.    
'                              

Rambam, Hilchot Milchama 7.4 ""%-$, E<!0' -(0- '\.&
Powerful officers with iron axes in their hands are placed 

in the rear of each array of troops. If a person wants to 

leave the battle, they have the permission to chop off his 

legs,  for  flight  is  the  beginning  of  defeat.  In  which 

instances are the above-mentioned individuals sent away 

from  the  battlefront?  In  a  milchemet  hareshut.  By 

contrast, in a milchemet mitzva, the entire nation must go 

to war, even a groom from his chamber and a bride from 

her chuppah. 

,'!$1-<  '!$1-  0!  #$<(+-  H#&#-1- 
0\$% 0Y H#0#Y!< ,"#\1< "#]\( "#$5<Y 
'-(0-' H- $<\(0 Y]%-' 0!< ;"'#&#% 
,<#]<Y  E+  Z<E(0  H&#%  E<Y$'  - 

 .'U#A  '0#TA  E0#(EY"#$%&  '-%  
#!$1-  <0+  "#YA+  H#$#\(-Y  "#$<-+ 
0%+  .E<Y$'  E-(0-%  ,'-(0-' 
<0#T+  ,H#+^<#  0<!'  -  '<^-  E-(0-% 
                 .'ET<(- '0!< <$&(- HE(.  
'
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Call for Peace (keri'a le-shalom)

Devarim (Deuteronomy) 20:10
 

When you approach a city  to  wage war  against  it,  you 

shall propose peace to it.

 !"#$%&".
'()*+,- - ./"01.2 !34.56/71 #"62-10) $89:(-"6; 

                                :!<1.=71 ./"013)!  

Rambam, Hilchot Milchama 6.1 !"$>#, (-&1/ >41>/ -.)
War, neither a milchemet hareshut nor a milchemet mitzva,  

should not be waged against anyone until they are offered 

the opportunity of peace. If the enemy accepts the offer of 

peace and commits itself  to the fulfillment of  the seven 

mitzvot that were commanded to the descendents of Noah, 

none of them should be killed. 

%2 ,!1-2$ !%) !2 />41> ?"@-2 ?") 
(>41>  %4)  -  !-1@1  -1  ?")#-A@ 

/-B>  (>41>  %4)-  ,(-@#/ .!)  
"C$ --DBC@ (--B> 2$@ -1$"A- ,->"1@/ 
   ./>@C ?/> ?"E#-/ ?") - ?/"12 4-C..  
/                                              

Rambam, Hilchot Milchama 6.3 !"$>#, (-&1/ >41>/ -.E
It is forbidden to lie when making such a covenant or to 

be  untruthful  to  them,  after  they  have  made  peace  and 

accepted the seven mitzvot. 

#4)  ,!/1  $F&1-  !("#$$  #A@1  #-G) 
            .(--B> 2$@ -1$"A- ->"1@/@.  
!                                         

_________________  ________________________________________________________  

Devarim (Deutoronomy) Rabba 5:13
God said to Moses: I told you to make war against Sichon 

but you offered him peace. By your life I will fulfill your 

ordinance: Whenever anyone goes to war they must begin 

by offering peace. 

"$# !"#$%/ /E".
->2 !41/1 H1 "(#>) H& /"$A/ 1") 
!""A>  "C)@  H""4  !-1@$  (4(I  /()- 
-/" )1 !"&1-/ -/"@ />41> 1& H(#FE 

                    .!-1@$ )1) !"4(-I! .  

Y. Sheviit 16b  ."("2"$@ D.F$
Rabbi Shmuel said: Yehoshua sent three messages to the 

land of Israel before he entered the land: He who wants to 

flee may flee, he who desires peace will be granted peace 

and he who wants to do war will get war.  The Girgashites 

fled to Africa, as it is written: I will give you a land like 

your land  (Melachim Beit 18), which means Africa. The 

Gibeonites made peace, as it is written:  The inhabitants of 

Gibeon made peace with Israel, and thirty-one kingdoms 

made war and fell to Yehoshua's army (Yehoshua 9).
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